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Three a.m.  
And all I want to do is go to bed. 

There's a cyclone forming in my head. 
The look on your face 

when I crashed the party at your sister's place 
when all you really wanted was some space… 

it's official. 
(spoken) 
I'm a dick 

 
(sung) 

Oh 
I try to catch my breath 

and think of other ways to pass the time 
But, oh why can't I ever learn? 

I repeat my patterns. 
She thinks so much faster. 

And I'm a disaster… 
I'm a disaster. 

 
Four a.m. 

Still waiting for the phone to buzz… 
not sure why I'm waiting. 

I guess it's 'cause… 
After today 

I want to feel like ev’rything's okay. 
The truth is I'm just not the same when you're gone. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Oh 

I try to catch my breath 
and think of other ways to pass the time 

But, oh why can't I ever learn? 
I repeat my patterns. 

She thinks so much faster. 
And I'm a disaster… 

I'm a disaster. 
I'm a disaster 
I'm a disaster 

 
You say that I please too easy, 

I give up on me and choose not to fight. 
You say that I'm just too lazy and I say nothing 'cause you're right. 

You're right 
Okay, you're right! 

 
But you 

you never gave me the chance 
to show you I can grow. 

And you 
you ran away so fast. 
So take your space. 

And shove it in my face, 
the lack of faith you have in me… 

 
Five a.m. just thinking back to what you said. 

Did you really mean it? 
Is this the end? 

 
Oh, 

I try to catch my breath, 
and think of other ways to pass the time. 

But oh, 
why can't I ever learn. 

It's no wonder I'm a mess. 
You always second guessed me  

but I know what I'm reaching after. 
I repeat my patterns. 

She thinks so much faster and I'm a disaster. 
I'm a disaster. 


